Risk Data Hub, JRC Disaster Risk Management Unit – Primer on
the User Corner

… Risk Data Hub, ”just a template …a call for collaboration”
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 DRMKC RDH -structure
 Data access:
• Risk Analysis
• Disasters loss data
• Data from other projects
• Facts and figures (trends)
 Documentation: Learning Space
 User corner

https://drmkc.jrc.ec.europa.eu/risk-data-hub/#/

 DRMKC – USER Corner
• The User Corner: It serves as a solution for accessing, storing and managing disaster risk data.
• It acts like an empty box and it is an alternative to installing the RDH on own server
• Access is done with credentials (user, password trough the ECAS system),
• Permissions (management, uplaode, change )are provided by the super User (RDH admin)
• The targeted users of the User Corner are:


national and sub-national authorities or any other user with needs in risk analysis
computation (replicate ‘on the fly’ the running codes).



but also European, national and sub-national authorities and institutions/projects with
needs in storing risk data already computed (no computational processes further performed)

1.

How can I have credentials for User Corner?

The RDH application implements EU login:
ECAS* is used as identity provider
Create a new user and
credential window,
1. Access and 2. Credential

*https://ecas.ec.europa.eu/cas/eim/external/register.cgi

1.

How can I have a DRMKC RDH User Corner?

The superuser will associate the user with a
region.

1

1. Add a new region;
2. Give name to the region;
3. Select the region's ID from the dropdown
menu (it supports all the level of
aggregations mentioned above);
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4

5

4. Set the Frontend as active; 5. Set the use

3

2.

How does My_Region look like?
3. Region
1. Europe

2. Country

4. City/Municipality

It can also be a cross-border region
It can be many regions (e.g. many pilot region part of one project )

2.

How does a My_Region look like?
1

Project/Region’s abstract

1. Create an abstract;
2. Access place for the project (defined
by Has fronted) ;
3. Access the project and view short
description (defined in abstract)
2
3

3. What are my administrative rights when managing my_Region?
Can view Create
new Assessment through a .ini Canuser_admins
add Create new Assessment through a .ini
project_admins
descriptor file
descriptor file
Can view administrative division
Can view administrative division
Can add group
CanCan
change
Can add asset
Can add asset
changeCreate
group new Assessment through a
Can add assessment
metadata
.iniCan
descriptor
file
Can change asset
Can change asset
delete group
CanCan
delete
Create new Assessment through a
Can delete asset
Can delete asset
view group
Can change assessment metadata
Can view asset
Can view asset
add Userfile
.iniCan
descriptor
Can add asset metric indicator
Can add asset metric indicator
change
Usernew Assessment through a .ini
CanCan
view
Create
metadata
Can change asset metric indicator Can delete assessment
Can change asset
metric indicator
Can delete
User
descriptor
file
Can delete asset metric indicator
Can delete asset metric indicator
Can view User
Can add Import Assessment Data from XLSX
metadata
Can view asset metric indicator Can view assessment
Can view asset
metric indicator
file
Can add hazard
Can add hazard
Can change Import Assessment Data from
Can change hazard
Can change
Can add damage
type hazard
XLSX file
Can delete hazard
Can delete hazard
Can delete Import Assessment Data from XLSX
Can view hazard
Can view hazard
Can change damage type
file
Can add metric
Can add metric
Can change metric
Can change metric
Can view Import Assessment Data from XLSX
Can delete damage
type
Can delete metric
Can delete
metric
file
Can view metric
Can view metric
Can add Import or Update Metadata from XLSX
Can view damage
type
Can view access rule
Can add
access rule
file
Can add assessment
Can change access rule
Can change Import or Update Metadata from
Can change assessment
Can
delete
access
rule
Can add factsheet dataset
XLSX file
Can delete assessment
Can view access rule
Can delete Import or Update Metadata from
Can view assessment
Can add assessment
Can change factsheet dataset
XLSX file
Can add Create new Assessment through a .ini
Can change assessment
descriptor file
Can view Import or Update Metadata from
Can
delete
factsheet
dataset
Can change Create new Assessment through a
XLSX file
Can delete assessment
.ini descriptor file
Can view factsheet dataset
Can add Import Events Data from XLSX file
Can change Import Events Data from XLSX file
Can delete Import Events Data from XLSX file
Can view Import Events Data from XLSX file
country_admins

Administrative rights assigned to user: Staff user
Role

Description

Superuser (or RDH Administrator)

Manages the platform and can grant
privileges to «Staff Members»

Staff User (or Region/Workspace

Can access the administrative
dashboard and perform actions
depending on their permission tier

Administrator)

Active User (or authorized user)

Logged users with view access to
projects for which they have
authorization.

3 .What are my administrative rights when managing my_Region?
Users management
Data management

Information and documents
management

Data upload

4.

What kind of data can I upload on my_Region?

 The data uploaded through the User Corner takes
the form tabular data saved as “.xlsx” file. They refer
to disaster risk analysis such as: risk data (exposures,
vulnerability, hazards, impacts) or damage and
losses
 With the help of the DRMKC RDH administrator,
geospatial layers (gridded; vector point, line and
multi-polygons layers) saved as geojson files can be
uploaded as associated information of the analysis
saved in the .xlsx files (e.g. a burned area as a
polygon can be associated with an impact recorded
in the xlsx file).

 Tabular data “.xlsx” file

 Associated information geojson files
NUTS 3

EFFIS

EMSR

5.

How to upload data on my_Region?

Step 1. Prepare the input data in Data Management
Create hazard for MyRegion

3

5.

How to upload data on my_Region?

Step 1. Prepare the input data in Data Management
Create assets for MyRegion

3

5.

How to upload data on my_Region?

Step 1. Prepare the input data in Data Management
Create metrics for MyRegion

3

5.

How to upload data on my_Region?

Step 1. Prepare the input data in Data Management

5.

How to upload data on my_Region?

Step 2. Prepare the xlsx files and .ini file
The data upload on the DRMKC RDH User Corner portal
requires two main actions from the user:
-

Declaration of the .ini file according to the templates
Preparation of the data in a .xlsx file according to the
templates

 Disaster Loss and damage data as as “.xlsx” file

The .ini file is not
necessary when
uploading disaster loss
and damage data

The .ini file is a configuration file for the web application that consists of a text-based
content which define the structure of the data, comprising key–value pairs for
properties, and sections that organize the properties.

 Risk analysis data as “.xlsx” file
 Risk analysis data as “.ini” file

The .ini file is necessary
when uploading risk data
(exposure, risk,
vulnerability, projections
etc.)

2.
How to structure the data in order to upload it on
my_Region?
Step 2. Prepare the xlsx files

 Disaster Loss and damage data “.xlsx” file

 Risk analysis as “.xlsx” file

Administrative regions

Examples:

Accessible here: https://drmkc.jrc.ec.europa.eu/risk-data-hub/#/guidelines

5.

How to structure the data for my_Region?
Step 3. Prepare the .ini file

5.

How to structure the data for my_Region?
Step 3. Prepare the .ini file

5.

How to structure the data for my_Region?
Step 3. Prepare the .ini file

5.

How to structure the data for my_Region?
Step 3. Prepare the .ini file

5.

Where to upload data on my_Region?

 Risk analysis

5.

Where to upload data on my_Region?
 Risk analysis

5.

Where to upload data on my_Region?

 Disaster loss and damage

5.

Where to upload data on my_Region?
 Risk analysis

 Disaster loss and damage

Thank you!

https://drmkc.jrc.ec.europa.eu/risk-data-hub/#/

